Computer simulations of X-ray spherical wave dynamical diffraction in one and two crystals in the Laue case.
This article reports computer simulations of X-ray spherical wave dynamical diffraction in one and two single crystals in the Laue case. An X-ray compound refractive lens (CRL) as a secondary radiation source of spherical waves was considered for the first time and in contrast to previous simulations with the assumption of the use of a slit. The main properties of the CRL as a secondary source are discussed and two focusing phenomena are analysed. The first one is the diffraction focusing effect for one single crystal in the reflected beam and in the case of a large source-to-detector distance. The second one is the same but for two single crystals and for the twice-reflected beam in the case of a short distance between the source and detector. The first effect is well pronounced in the case of strong absorption. However, it may also be used as an element of an energy spectrometer in the medium and even weak absorption case. The second effect will appear in the case of weak absorption. It is shown that it is not effective to use it in an energy spectrometer. In the case of weak absorption the transverse size of the diffraction focused beam will oscillate together with the reflected beam integral intensity. The oscillation period is close to the extinction length.